In this paper we estimate the main parameters of some evaluation codes which are known as projective parameterized codes. We find the length of these codes and we give a formula for the dimension in terms of the Hilbert function associated to two ideals, one of them being the vanishing ideal of the projective torus. Also we find an upper bound for the minimum distance and, in some cases, we give some lower bounds for the regularity index and the minimum distance. These lower bounds work in several cases, particularly for any projective parameterized code associated to the incidence matrix of uniform clutters and then they work in the case of graphs.
Introduction
Let K = F q be a finite field with q elements and L = K[Z 1 , . . . , Z n ] be a polynomial ring over the field K. Let Z a1 , . . . , Z am be a finite set of monomials. As usual if a i = (a i1 , . . . , a in ) ∈ N n , where N stands for the nonnegative integers, then we set Consider the following set parameterized by these monomials
where K * = K \{0} and P m−1 is a projective space over the field K. Following [17] we call X an algebraic toric set parameterized by Z a1 , . . . , Z am . The set X is a multiplicative group under componentwise multiplication.
In the same way, let A be the n × m matrix given by 
We say that the set defined in (1) is an algebraic toric set associated to the matrix A. We note that By taking b ij = a ij − a 1j for all i = 2, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n, we obtain
From now on we will use any of the representations (1) or (3) to mean an algebraic toric set parameterized by the monomials Z a1 , . . . , Z am or, in an equivalent way, to represent an algebraic toric set associated to the matrix (2) .
Let S = K[X 1 , . . . , X m ] = ⊕ ∞ d=0 S d be a polynomial ring over the field K with the standard grading, let [P 1 ], . . . , [P |X| ] be the points of X, and let f 0 (X 1 , . . . , X m ) = X d 1 . The evaluation map
f0(P1) , . . . ,
defines a linear map of K-vector spaces. The image of ev d , denoted by C X (d), defines a linear code. We will call C X (d) a projective parameterized code of order d arising from the toric set X or associated to the matrix A. As usual by a linear code we mean a linear subspace of K |X| . In this paper we will only deal with projective parameterized codes arising from the set X, defined in (1) or (3), over finite fields and we will describe their main characteristics.
The dimension and length of the code C X (d) are given by dim K C X (d) and |X| respectively. The dimension and length are two of the basic parameters of a linear code. A third basic parameter is the minimum distance which is given by
where v is the number of non-zero entries of v. The basic parameters of C X (d) are related by the Singleton bound which is an upper bound for the minimum distance
Projective parameterized codes are important because in some cases their main parameters have the best behavior. For example in [7] the resulting codes are MDS.
The parameters of evaluation codes over finite fields have been computed in several cases. Our approximation, when we consider the evaluation codes as associated to the matrix (2), generalizes many cases studied previously. For example if A = I m , the projective parameterized codes associated to A become the Generalized Reed-Solomon codes [8] . If X = P m−1 , the parameters of C X (d) are described in [20, Theorem 1] . If X is the image of the affine space
. Also if we consider the matrix (2) as the incidence matrix of a graph G, we obtain the projective parameterized codes associated to G. In the following sections when we write graph we mean a simple graph, i.e., an undirected graph that has no loops and no more than one edge between any two different vertices. The main characteristics of evaluation codes associated to complete bipartite graphs were found in [6] . Some general results over projective parameterized codes were described in [16] .
It is worth saying that projective parameterized codes are, in general, strictly different to toric codes which were defined in [11] and generalized for example in [13] and [19] . They evaluate over the complete torus, meanwhile we do it over specific subsets of the projective space.
In this work we will analyze the case where the parameterized codes of order d, C X (d), come from the general matrix (2) and we will estimate their main parameters.
The vanishing ideal of X, denoted by I X , is the ideal of S generated by the homogeneous polynomials of S that vanish on X.
For all unexplained terminology and additional information we refer to [1, 21] (for the theory of polynomial ideals and Hilbert functions), and [14, 22, 24] (for the theory of error-correcting codes and algebraic geometric codes).
Preliminaries
In the following we will use the notation and definitions given in the introduction. In this section we introduce the basic algebraic invariants of S/I X and their connection with the basic parameters of projective parameterized linear codes. Then we present some of the results that we are going to use later.
Recall that the projective space of dimension m − 1 over K, denoted by P m−1 , is the quotient space
where two points α, β in K m \ {0} are equivalent if α = λβ for some λ ∈ K. We denote the equivalence class of α by [α] . Let X ⊂ P m−1 be an algebraic toric set parameterized by Z a1 , . . . , Z am and let C X (d) be a projective parameterized code of order d. The kernel of the evaluation map ev d , defined in (4), is precisely I X (d), the degree d piece of I X . Therefore there is an isomorphism of K-vector spaces
Two of the basic parameters of C X (d) can be expressed using Hilbert functions of standard graded algebras [21] , as we now explain. Recall that the Hilbert function of S/I X is given by
The unique polynomial h X (t) =
0 is called the Hilbert polynomial of S/I X . The integer c k−1 (k − 1)!, denoted by deg(S/I X ), is called the degree or multiplicity of S/I X . In our situation h X (t) is a non-zero constant because S/I X has dimension 1. Furthermore h X (d) = |X| for d ≥ |X| − 1, see [12, Lecture 13] . This means that |X| equals the degree of S/I X . Thus H X (d) and deg(S/I X ) equal the dimension and the length of C X (d) respectively. There are algebraic methods, based on elimination theory and Gröbner bases, to compute the dimension and the length of C X (d) [16] .
The regularity index of S/I X , denoted by reg(S/I X ), is the least integer
The degree and the regularity index can be read off the Hilbert series as we now explain. The Hilbert series of S/I X can be written as
where h 0 , . . . , h r are positive integers. In fact we have that
This follows from the fact that I X is a Cohen-Macaulay lattice ideal [16] and by observing that {X m } is a regular system of parameters for S/I X (see [21] ). The number r equals the regularity index of S/I X and the degree of S/I X equals h 0 + · · · + h r (see [21] or [25, Corollary 4.1.12]).
The regularity index plays a very important role in the study of evaluation codes arising from a set X because in the case d ≥ reg (S/I X ) we obtain that
|X| , which is a trivial case. Therefore we always work with 0 ≤ d < reg (S/I X ). Another motivation to study the regularity index comes from commutative algebra because, in this case, reg (S/I X ) is equal to the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity which is an algebraic invariant of central importance [4] .
Main Results
From now on we will work with the toric set X defined in (1) or (3) and our goal is to describe the main parameters of the projective parameterized codes of order d, C X (d), which were defined as the image of the evaluation map ev d introduced in (4).
Length
In order to cumpute the length of the projective parameterized codes arising from the toric set X, we introduce the following multiplicative subgroups of X for all i = 1, . . . , n.
It is easy to see that
(q−1,b2i,...,bmi) for all i = 1, . . . , n, where (q − 1, b 2i , . . . , b mi ) means the greatest common divisor of the corresponding integers. With this information we are able to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.1. The length of the projective parameterized codes of order d, C X (d), is given by
where M is the set of n-tuples (i 1 , . . . , i n ) such that
for all j = 1, . . . , n, and
Proof. Let φ be the following map
It is immediate that φ is an epimorphism between multiplicative groups. Thus
Let β a generator of (K * , ·). Therefore
In this case β i1b21+···+inb2n = 1, . . . , β i1bm1+···+inbmn = 1. These equalities imply the system of congruences (6) . Then there is a bijection between ker φ and the set of n−tuples (i 1 , . . . , i n ) such that 1 ≤ i j ≤ |Y j | for all j = 1, . . . , n and satisfy (6) .
The equation (5) follows immediately from last results.
We define the projective torus of dimension m − 1 as
Obviously, X ⊆ T m−1 . The following corollary is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.1. It gives the conditions under which last inclusion becomes an equality. On the other hand if we consider the case where the monomials that parameterize the toric set X are all of them of the same degree then we obtain another corollary. 
and the claim follows.
Remark 3.4. If G is a graph and X is the algebraic toric set associated to the incidence matrix of G, then the sum of the elements of each column of this matrix is α = 2 and the result of the last corollary follows. Actually in this situation |Y i | = q − 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n and then we get that in any graph |X| = (q−1) n |M | . Moreover in [16, Corollary 3.8] it was found the exact value of |X| if G is a connected graph. By using this result we obtain that
On the other hand if we consider disconnected graphs, in [15, Theorem 3.2] it was found the exact value of |X|, which is a generalization of [16, Corollary 3.8].
Dimension
In the following theorem we give the dimension of the projective parameterized codes arising from the algebraic toric set X in terms of the dimension of the projective parameterized codes arising from the projective torus T m−1 , which is well known (see [8] ).
Theorem 3.5. The dimension of the projective parameterized codes of order d, C X (d), is given by
for all d ≥ 0 and where H is the Hilbert function of I X /I Tm−1 , i.e.,
Proof. We know that X ⊆ T m−1 and then I Tm−1 ⊆ I X . Let ψ be the following linear transformation.
This a well defined function and in fact it is a surjective linear map. More-
and the equality (8) follows immediately.
For the following corollary we will use r X , r Tm−1 and r H as the regularity indexes of S/I X , S/I Tm−1 and I X /I Tm−1 , respectively. Corollary 3.6. r Tm−1 = max {r X , r H }.
Proof. Let
It is easy to see that θ is a well defined map, moreover it is a linear trans- Remark 3.7. By the Corollary 3.6 we obtain that r X ≤ r Tm−1 . But in [8] it was proved that r Tm−1 = (m − 1)(q − 2). Therefore
As we observed in section 2,
Therefore from now on we will use d < (m − 1)(q − 2).
Minimum distance
The minimum distance has been computed in several cases associated to evaluation codes. In particular in [18] it was computed when we consider projective parameterized codes arising from the projective torus. Moreover in [23] some lower bounds on the minimum distance were found coming from syzigies. In this section we are going to find an upper bound for the minimum distance of any projective parameterized code and we will find a lower bound for this kind of codes when the sum of the elements of each column of the matrix (2) becomes a constant. We consider that X ⊂ T m−1 because the case X = T m−1 is well known (see [8] 
Proof.
We can write
where of course
with w(Λ) = δ Tm−1 (d), where w(Λ) is the Hamming weight of the codeword Λ, then
and
Therefore the inequality (11) follows from (12).
Remark 3.9. From the inequality (11) we obtain that
. But δ Tm−1 (d) was computed in [18] . Thus in this case
where k and are the unique integers such that k ≥ 0, 1 ≤ ≤ q − 2 and d = k(q − 2) + .
From now on we will consider the case worked in section 3.1, where the sum of the elements of each column of the matrix A defined in (2) is a constant, i.e., n j=1 a ij = α (a positive integer) for all i = 1, . . . , m. The following map will help us to find a lower bound for the minimum distance of the corresponding projective parameterized codes.
µ is a well defined map and in fact it is an epimorphism of multiplicative groups. Let N := ker µ.
As in the introduction let L = K[Z 1 , . . . , Z n ]. We define another map that will be useful later on.
τ is a linear map between the vector spaces S d and L αd . Now we are able to prove the following theorem. In this result we are going to find a lower bound for the minimum distance of the corresponding projective parameterized codes. 
where δ Tn−1 (αd) is the minimum distance of the parametererized code of order αd arising from the projective torus T n−1 and δ X (d) is the minimum distance of the projective parameterized code associated to the toric set X defined in (1) . Also x is the ceiling function of x, and it means that x = min{y ∈ Z : y ≥ x}.
We choose Γ in such a way that w(Γ) = δ X (d). On the other hand let
.
We have that Ω ∈ C Tn−1 (αd) and if f (P i ) = 0 for some
The inequality (14) follows from (15) and the fact that |N | = (q−1)
If X is the algebraic toric set arising from the incidence matrix of any graph then α = 2 and we can apply Theorem 3.10. Moreover if we have a connected graph, by using [16, Corollary 3.8] we obtain the following general result.
Corollary 3.11. Let X be the algebraic toric set arising from the incidence matrix of any connected graph G. Then
Corollary 3.12. If the sum of the elements of each column of the matrix A defined in (2) is a constant α, then
where r X is the regularity index of S/I X . Moreover if G is a connected graph and X is the algebraic toric set arising from its incidence matrix, then Proof. The claim follows directly because of (14), (16), and the fact that the regularity index corresponding to the torus T n−1 is exactly (q − 2)(n − 1).
In the first example of the following section we will realize that this lower bound is attained in some cases.
Examples
In this section we will give three different examples. In the first example we will consider a particular connected non-bipartite graph and we will compute the main characteristics of the corresponding projective parameterized codes arising from the incidence matrix of that graph. In the second example we will define clutters as particular cases of hypergraphs and a specific example of projective parameterized codes arising from uniform clutters will be given. Finally in the third example we will compute the main parameters of the projective parameterized codes associated to a matrix that does not represent a clutter and then it does not represent a graph. In these examples we will use the notation appeared in the previous sections and we will use Macaulay2 [10] for the main computations. Also we will use δ d to represent the lower bound showed in (14) and b d will represent the Singleton bound, i.e.,
Example 1
Let G be the graph given in Fig. 1 where V (G) = {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 , v 5 } is its vertex set and its edge set is given by E(G) = {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 6 }. 
Let K = F 7 be a finite field with 7 elements. The toric set arising from the matrix (19) (or associated to the graph G showed in Fig. 1 ) is given by
In this case we have five subsets Y i with |Y i | = 6 for all i = 1, . . . , 5. The corresponding subset M is
and therefore, by using Theorem 3.1,
We notice that δ d = δ T4 (2d) because of Corollary 3.11. By using Macaulay2 we compute the following values. Moreover in this case the regularity index is r X = 10 = (q−2)(n−1) 2
and it shows that the lower bound given in (18) works very well. This lower bound is attained in this particular case.
Example 2
In this example we continue using the notation used in the introduction.
A clutter C is a family E of subsets of a finite ground set Z = {Z 1 , . . . , Z n } such that if h 1 , h 2 ∈ E, then h 1 ⊂ h 2 . The ground set Z is called the vertex set of C and E is called the edge set of C and they are denoted by V C and E C respectively.
Clutters are special hypergraphs and are sometimes called Sperner families in the literature. One example of a Clutter is a graph with the vertices and edges defined in the usual way for graphs.
Let C be a clutter with vertex set V C = {Z 1 , . . . , Z n } and let h be an edge of C. The characteristic vector of h is the vector a = Zi∈h e i where e i is the ith unit vector in R n . Throughout this example we assume that a 1 , . . . , a m is the set of all characteristic vectors of the edges of C. In this case the matrix (2) is known as the incidence matrix of the clutter C and the set X defined in (1) is the toric set associated to the clutter C. The clutter C is called uniform if the sum of the elements of the columns of its incidence matrix is a constant.
We realize that in any clutter, like in graphs, |X| = (q−1)
because |Y i | = q − 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Let K = F 9 be a finite field with 9 elements and X be the toric set associated to the uniform clutter (α = 3) whose incidence matrix is the 6 × 6 matrix given by The toric set X associated to (20) becomes X = {[(t 1 t 2 t 3 , t 2 t 3 t 4 , t 3 t 4 t 5 , t 4 t 5 t 6 , t 1 t 5 t 6 , t 1 t 2 t 6 )] ∈ P 5 : t i ∈ K * }.
In this case we have six subsets Y i with |Y i | = 8 for i = 1, . . . , 6. The corresponding set M used in Theorem 3.1 has 512 elements and therefore, by (5),
In the same way that in the last example we obtain, by using Macaulay2, the following values.
